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Reduce the development 
cost & effort

Real time analysis

Compliance with 
coding standards

Avoid human errors

Automate  manual 
processes



Parallelware Analyzer is a suite of command-line tools aimed at helping software 
developers to build better quality parallel software in less time. It is the entry point for 
large codes, enabling batch processing of files/directories and guiding the developer to 
focus on the most time-consuming parts of the code to maximize impact on performance.

Parallelware Analyzer helps to enforce parallel programming best practice 
recommendations in order to prepare the code for parallelization, detect and fix defects 
(i.e. race conditions), verify data-race free parallel code, discover opportunities for 
parallelization, and quickly design and implement parallel code. Like other professional 
static code analysis tools, Parallelware Analyzer is designed to seamlessly integrate into 
DevOps, Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery environments.

Capabilities to help developing parallel software:

1.  in order to prepare 
the code for parallelization.

2. (i.e. race conditions).

3.

4.

5.  for CPU/GPU using OpenMP/OpenACC.

Parallelware Trainer is an integrated development environment (IDE) 
designed to facilitate the learning, usage, and implementation of parallel 
programming, along with the ability to test the performance improvements of 
particular parallel implementations. 

Parallelware Trainer is the entry point for small codes, providing an interactive 
quick graphical user interface for the analysis of the parallelization of 
hotspots. It supports the OpenMP and OpenACC programming models, 
targeting multicore CPUs and GPUs using the multi-threading, tasking and 
offloading parallel programming paradigms.
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B2B Subscription



Automotive

Embedded 
vision

Automotive & Embedded vision
Company: Xesol Innovation (https://www.xesolinnovation.com/)
Description: Improved driver-fatigue detection software performance (more 
intelligent decision-making with 16 frames/second than with 2-3 frames/second)

5G networks
Company: KAUST (https://www.kaust.edu.sa/en)
Description: In 5G networks the base station can send data to several phones or 
tablets in the same frequency-time window. Improvements to maxvol software allows 
for fast user selection without losing too much transfer rates while achieving fare 
performance on different devices, based on the signal strength.

Wireless 
communication

https://www.xesolinnovation.com/
https://www.kaust.edu.sa/en
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More than 10 years of 
R&D

_ Foundation of Appentra
_Founders funded 240K €

_Product development

_IEBT Xunta de Galicia 47.221 €
_CDTI Neotec 239.042 €

_Pivot Product Development
_VC Unirisco

_Launch product
_Market test

_VC XesGalicia

_Seed round 400K €
_Early Access Program
_Caixa Capital Risc VC

_VC Xesgalicia

_EU Grant of 540K €
_First paid pilots
_Launch first  product PW Trainer
_CBDO incorporated
_Product manager

_Launch first apha release of PW 
Analyzer
_Execute H2020 EPEEC & MAESTRO
_Business Developer APAC

_Reference sales in HPC market: 
ORNL, NERSC, KAUST

_Complete the technical team
_Investement of VCs specialized in 

B2B software

_Execute successful pilot projects 
with new corporates in the 

embedded market

_Convert pilots into recurring sales

_Launch first commercial version of 
Parallelware Analyzer

_Build the sales engine
_Sales Rep in US  and India

_VC investment: Series A
_H2020 EIC Accelerator



www.appentra.com

https://www.appentra.com/blog/newsletter/
mailto:info@appentra.com

